
Transportation 
in Santa Fe: 

What we know 

and

 How we know it



Crashes

Santa Fe adopted state “targets” again this year in our 
performance measurments. 
• Trends are Fatalities increasing both in number and 

rate
• over-represented by vulnerable users.  

• serious injuries are decreasing. 
• Increase in vulnerable road-user deaths. 

Safety is the MPO’s number one priority in every conversation



Crashes

• A function of 
• Probability

• AADT

• Exposure

• Human factors: 
• Speed

• Vehicle type

• Driver action and attention

• Infrastructure
• Design

• Maintenance



Vehicle Traffic
Probability and exposure:
AADT: How many, where, when
NMDOT estimations



Vehicle Traffic
The system of course serves 
more than City/county residents





Current Approximate Locations of working Ped/Bike Counters 
Shown overlaid upon bike project map to illustrate the connectivity of the trail counter location.

Data for all of the trail counters 
were QC’d and reconstructed 
where possible/necessary in the 
Fall of 2023 by EcoCounter

Vulnerable user exposure rates: 
Bike&Ped estimations (lumped):
MPO internal data
System growing old



Bike Ped estimations:
Available at 15-minute intervals for various 
durations. Probably systematically undercounted 
due to occlusion



Spot data: MPO owns two cameras 
-count analysis is extra and costs are dependent on type of count and duration.   



Because of similar cameras, 
we know that vulnerable 
user’s 
• mirror vehicle use in timing and 

location along Cerrillos. 
• Does not seem to be related to 

zoning or a number of other factors 
such as absolute distance to 
pedestrian generators such as 
schools and grocery stores

• Pedestrian/bike incidents follow 
pedestrian exposure

• Bicyclist use the sidewalk as much OR 
more while traveling on Cerrillos





ORIGINAL ROUTES

REDEFINED ROUTES



Off-road Ped/Bike Routes

On road Ped/Bike Routes



DRAFT
Bicycle/Pedestrian 
Level of Stress



• Inventory of 
assets and 
road 
characteristics

• 2016 work 
shows the 
number of 
streets 
without 
sidewalk data



Speed Data:
Urban SDK



Speed Data:
Available monthly 
starting in June 2022



• Vehicle Type: 

“Whatever their nose shape, pickups, SUVs and vans with a 

hood height greater than 40 inches are about 45 percent more 

likely to cause fatalities in pedestrian crashes than cars and 

other vehicles with a hood height of 30 inches or less and a 

sloping profile, an IIHS study of nearly 18,000 pedestrian 

crashes found. However, among vehicles with hood heights 

between 30 and 40 inches, a blunt, or more vertical, front end 

increases the risk to pedestrians.”

- Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) 
https://www.iihs.org/news/detail/vehicles-with-higher-more-vertical-front-ends-pose-greater-risk-to-pedestrians



Bridge and 
Pavement Condition

NMDOT 2018-2023 pavement data

• https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id
=111e5c2bc2854a8f977b0747b25b1db5

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=111e5c2bc2854a8f977b0747b25b1db5
https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=111e5c2bc2854a8f977b0747b25b1db5


The Travel Demand Model:
showing the number of peak trips in 2050 
that take ~ 5 minutes or less

What is our future?

Understanding the assumptions of a model like 
this are key to its intelligent use. 



What is our future?
Future Road Map in the

MTP



What is our future?
BMP



Santa Fe’s High 
Injury Network HIN



% Minority % Low Income % 0 Vehicle

Santa Fe’s High Injury Network 
HIN

Equity Factors





“Okay, You Know How To Fix a Deadly Stroad. 
Now Do It 1,000 Times.”

• There is a lot going on with data, 
but what is the direction in order to 
address socio-economic problems. 

The “1,000 times” problem may actually be the 
primary reason why we can expect local 
governments to be resistant to adopting an 
approach like the Crash Analysis Studio as policy. 
If you truly acknowledge that a deadly crash is 
not a fact of life, but an anomaly that shouldn’t 
have happened, and a condition that should be 
corrected, then you suddenly have a to-do list a 
thousand miles long.

Okay, You Know How To Fix a Deadly Stroad. Now 
Do It 1,000 Times. (strongtowns.org)

https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2024/1/10/okay-you-know-how-to-fix-a-deadly-stroad-now-do-it-1000-times?utm_source=BenchmarkEmail&utm_campaign=February_2024_Newsletter&utm_medium=email
https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2024/1/10/okay-you-know-how-to-fix-a-deadly-stroad-now-do-it-1000-times?utm_source=BenchmarkEmail&utm_campaign=February_2024_Newsletter&utm_medium=email


This is the Santa Fe Residential 
Pipeline map. 

It shows the Number of development 
projects by the status of the work. One 
can zoom in to see details about each 
development and its approximated 
location. 

But 
What if it also showed: the future 
transportation improvements expected to 
take place at each location?

What if the data associated with each TIA 
was accessible to 3rd Parties or to other 
developers in the area to 
understand/assess the compounding 
impacts in each area?

What if this was overlayed on top of the 
Future Road Network, The Transportation 
Master Plan, the Bike Master Plan, CIP, 
ICIP, TIP, other IPs



You could:

Better budget for infrastructure needs 
across the city

Identify where the most needs are

Identify where the most money has 
been spent

Sum the amount of private investment 
in an area vs public investment

Identify locations of imminent 
importance

Have better data to be more 
responsive to changing needs 

Be more transparent.





Final Thoughts

• The MPO has access to a wide variety of in-depth 
data. While holes in the datasets exist (missing robust 
pedestrian/bicyclist counts, missing infrastructure 
condition data on local roads, missing project 
expenditure tracking in the past) we have the data 
and understanding to apply for large grants/ 

• However, changes to policy are essential to curving 
trends in crash severity over the long-term. 





Public Support
• Through Surveys and outreach

• The MTP 2015-2040 online survey received nearly 300 
responses

• The MTP 2020-2045 online survey received nearly 670 
responses



Public Support
https://santafempo.org/special-projects/neighborhoods/

250 responses

https://santafempo.org/special-projects/neighborhoods/
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